
Psalm 6 
 

A New Translation 
 

The translation offered below is designed to enhance appreciation of the poetry and 
prosody of the underlying Hebrew text. The notations provided relate to the operation of 
the general rule and the length rule.1  

 

A translation free of notation is offered first. Unobtrusive differences in the use of 
blank spacing define stress units, versets, lines, strophes, and stanzas. 

 

Even if one possesses little or no knowledge of Hebrew, the translation may prove 
helpful in getting a sense of how ancient Hebrew poetry works. A single dominant accent 
is signaled by clustering words together in translation, and serves to point to underlying 
prosodic units in the Hebrew. Minimal use of capitalization and punctuation are 
intentional. Capitalization marks the onset of a strophe as defined in the general rule, 
except when enjambment occurs across strophic boundaries. 

 

The goal has been to furnish a global approximation of the poetry and prosody of the 
Hebrew text, even if the results are necessarily piecemeal. The rich texture of the original 
cannot be mapped onto a translation except in fits and starts. I sometimes retain, in 
imitation of the Hebrew, examples of enallage, chiasm, ellipsis, and inversion which 
perforce result in a less idiomatic rendering.  

 

It is not possible, of course, to reproduce every case of two stresses in a row in the 
original or to suppress every case of two stresses in a row in translation without analogy 
in the original. Nevertheless, some attempt has been made to mimic the overall frequency 
of stress clash in the Hebrew text. The reproduction of metrical feet in translation is a 
daunting task. Some attempt has been made to represent shorter feet in Hebrew with 
shorter feet in English, and longer with longer, but no attempt has been made to avoid 
dactyls and first class paeons, though of course they are non-existent in Hebrew. 

 

Lines are numbered in sequence according to their place in units of 12, 14, 18, 22, 28, 
or 36 lines. 
 

Symbols 
__ 

    A strophe made up of three lines 
    1:(1:1) in structure; the strophe 
     concludes a strophe;   a sub-stanza;  a stanza;  a section 

 
2:(2:2)   A line consisting of three versets, each of which contains  
    two stress units, the last two of which form a pair 
3    Line 3 of a 12, 14, 18, 22, or 28 line poem or subunit thereof 
40/90/216 17/6/2/1 A poetic composition made up of 40 lines, 90 versets, and 216 
     stress units, with a total of 17 strophes, 6 stanzas, and 2 sections 
 

                                                 
1 For an introduction to the conventions of ancient Hebrew poetry, see John F. Hobbins, “Regularities in 

Ancient Hebrew Verse: An Overview,” at www.ancienthebrewpoetry.typepad.com. 

http://www.ancienthebrewpoetry.typepad.com/


 
 
 
 

     Psalm 6 
 
     Yahweh,  reprove me not  in your anger 
     correct  me not  in your fury 
 

     have mercy on me,  Yahweh 
     for I  am fading out 
 

     heal me,  Yahweh    
     
      for my frame  is shaken 

 

     I am shaken  utterly  to the core 
     and you,  Yahweh,  how long? 
 

     Return,  Yahweh 
     pull me  away 
     deliver me  in view of  your lovingkindness 
 

     for in death  there’s no  remembering you  
     in Sheol  who gives thanks  to you? 
 
     I’m exhausted  with groaning 
     all night long  I drench  my bed 
     with tears  I melt  my couch 
 

     my eyes  worn out  by vexation 
     tired out  by all  my foes 
 

     Depart  from me 
     áll  dóers  of evil 
 

     for Yahweh  has heard 
     the sound  of my weeping 
 

     Yahweh  heard  my supplication 
     my prayer  Yahweh  will grant 
 

  

     áll  my enemies 
     will be shamed  and utterly  shaken 
     turn back  in shame  at once 
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Psalm 6 
 

1  Yahweh,  reprove me not  in your anger    correct  me not  in your fury    3:3 
2  have mercy  on me,  Yahweh      for I  am fading out      2:2 
 

3  heal me,  Yahweh         for my frame  is shaken     2:2 
4  I am shaken  utterly  to the core      and you,  Yahweh,  how long?    3:3 
 

5  Return, Yahweh   pull me  away   deliver me  in view of  your lovingkindness (2:2):3 
6  for in death  there’s no  remembering you   in Sheol  who gives thanks  to you   3:3 
 

7  I’m exhausted  with groaning      all night long  I drench  my bed    with tears  I melt  my couch 2:(3:3) 
8  my eyes  worn out  by vexation      tired out  by all  my foes     3:3
 

9  Depart  from me         áll  doers  of evil       2:3 
10  for Yahweh  has heard        the sound  of my weeping     2:2 
 

11  Yahweh  heard  my supplication     my prayer  Yahweh  will grant    3:3 
12  áll  my enemies will be shamed  and utterly  shaken turn back  in shame  at once     (3:2):3 
6/3/1                      12/27/70 


